In Common:
Past, Present & Future
Mitcham Common & Wimbledon Common

Future – Learning objectives
u

To understand the importance of protecting our commons.

u

To understand what the impact would be if we were to
lose our commons.

u

To understand what the commons mean to us personally.

Why is protecting our commons so
important?
u

Common land is free for everyone to use and many commons have existed for
hundreds of years. In medieval times many people relied on commons for
their firewood, food and water.

u

In the past local had the right to graze animals, collect wood and bracken or
dig peat for fires. These rights still exist, although people don’t use them
much any more. Nowadays people mostly use the commons for meeting
friends or exercising.

u

There are 1.3 million acres of common land in England and Wales, covering all
types of land and habitat. A staggering 88 percent of all commons in England
have protection under the law because of their wildlife or archaeology.

u

Common land can be found everywhere, from the moors of Dartmoor to the
fells of the Lake District, the mountains of Snowdonia, the Surrey Heaths and
the Norfolk coast. Wherever you live, you are not far from a common!

u

Where is your local common? Do you know?

Extreme weather becoming more common
Climate change poses a fundamental threat to our commons. To change this crisis we must
urgently reduce pollution and prepare for the consequences of global warming, which we
are already happening:

Extreme News Report
Exercise
u

The year is 2118, a holographic robot is reading you the news
in your virtual reality living room and the UK has just had it's
hottest summer for the tenth year in a row.

u

In groups, come up with an extreme news report for what the
news would be like in 2118 if we were to feel the extreme
effects of climate change due to global warming.

You should include :
u

News anchors who host the show and introduce reports.

u

Special reporters who report on stories. You can have sports
reporters, nature reporters, entertainment reporters etc.

u

Interviewees who are interviewed by reporters.

u

A weather report which reports the weather.

Extreme News Report
Think About
u

How will the effects of extreme global warming and climate have changed the stories we hear in
the news?

u

What will the reporters be reporting about?

u

How you will divide your group and who will present each section.

Some example ideas:
u

The sport reporter could report that the London Marathon is now taking place in the desert as
London is so hot it has turned to desert.

u

The travel reporter could report that people are now taking summer holidays to Antarctica.

u

The science reporter could report that people are living on Mars because Earth is no longer
habitable.

What stories can you come up with? Be creative!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O48qA2f8qJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCDNFJbPopM

UK Weather Map

How does climate change affect our
commons?
u

Historic trees, beautiful woodland and our commons face extinction due to a
surge in ash dieback, driven in part by the climate crisis.

u

Spring 2020 was one of the warmest and driest on record. This has put a huge
amount of stress on trees, leaving them more susceptible to disease.

u

The eventual loss of the native ash tree will have a devastating impact on
wildlife; birds, animals and insects.
Our commons can reconnect us with nature. It is vital that we plan now for their
future so we can tackle climate change and species decline.

u

Did you know?
• A single tree can remove 1 tonne of carbon from our air over
40 years
• Since 1970 41% of all woodland species have been in decline

DISCUSSION TOPIC
What would the
impact be if we lost
our commons?

Our commons belong to us
u

In a mosaic, each small piece fits together in order to
reveal the bigger picture.

u

Task- using what we have already learnt - design an
individual square that reflects what Mitcham and
Wimbledon commons mean to you and your class.

u

We will then put together all the squares in a mosaic to
raise awareness about the bigger picture: the
importance of protecting our commons!

u

Your individual square can represent anything about the
common that we have learnt about already e.g
environment, fun, sport & leisure, nature etc.

u

Your square – just like your common – belongs to you, so
make it personal to you!

u

Resource - Word Document with Mosaic tile square.

Here are some paintings of our
local Commons

Which is your favourite?
Think about why!

Celebrate your common!
Our two beautiful Commons are celebrating big birthdays this year.
We’d like you to send them a gift- it could be a picture you’ve painted or a poem or story you’ve
written about Wimbledon or Mitcham Common
u

Send us your artworks and they could be displayed at
Canons House in July as part of their re-opening
celebrations.

u

We’ll be framing and exhibiting the best images, stories
and poems, so get creative and your work might be
included in the Exhibition!

u

Please send them to:
Andrew Alty “In Common”
c/o Cricket Green School
Lower Green West
Mitcham
CR4 3AF

